In nature, molecules exploit the interaction with their environment to realize complex functionalities on the nanometer length scale. Physical, chemical and/or biological specificity is frequently achieved by switching of molecules between microscopically different states. Paradigmatic examples are the energy production in proton pumps of bacteria or the signal conversion in human vision which rely on switching molecules between different configurations or conformations by external stimuli.
on various substrates.-Highly-ordered arrays provide model systems with extraordinary structural properties, allow one to adjust interactions between molecules and between molecule and substrate, and can be robustly prepared from solution, an essential prerequisite for applications.
• Conformational or electronic switching of molecules adsorbed at metal and semiconductor surfaces.-These studies highlight the elementary processes governing molecular switching at surfaces as well as the wide range of possible stimuli.
• Carbon-based substrates such as graphene or carbon nanotubes.-These substrates are attractive by their effective two-dimensionality which implies that switching of adsorbed molecules can effect a significant backaction on the substrate.
• Mechanisms of conformational switching.-Several contributions study the role of electron-vibron coupling and heating in current-induced conformational switching.
We hope that the presented collection of articles will stimulate and encourage researchers in surface physics and interfacial chemistry to contribute to the still emerging field of molecular switches at surfaces. We wish to acknowledge the support of and the input from many colleagues in preparing this special issue. A significant fraction of this work has been conducted in the framework of the Sonderforschungsbereich 658 Elementary Processes in Molecular Switches at Surfaces of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft to which we are grateful for financial support.
